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The Development of
the Component Test Group
by Tom Stratton

The Component Test (CT) Group has the task of writing programs that test the Presentation
Manager's User and Graphics Engine components on the function level. In general, the test fall into
2 categories: the standalones that are predominantly written against the User code and the Random
Test Generator (RTG) which is a massive program (the largest PM program to date) that tests the
Graphics Engine.

The basic approach of both styles is that test code, written from the IBM specification, would pre
dict and point out errors in the product's code and ambiguities in the user documentation. Beyond
that, the goal was to automate the tests. We hoped to get away from user verification as much as
possible by having the test code emulate what the PM function accomplishes and then compare
results after the call. There were some cases where that was just not feasible due, in the case of the
Graphics Engine, to the complex algorithms that render lines, fill areas, etc., and in the case of User,
to the difficulty in tracing a moving rectangle when windows are dragged around the screen by the
mouse. Then there are the color tests. In short, there remains some user verification in the tests.

In the early spring of 1987 the CT project was comprised of a small group of programmers whose
initial task was to write function test designs called ITl's, which were then reviewed jointly by both
IBM and MS. From these IT1 's test code was written. This was at a time when much of the product
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code was either not very firmly in place (subject to many revisions) or simply absent altogether.
That meant that by summer of 1987, when more and more programmers were brought into the CT
project, that one simply wrote tests from the IT1, compiled it and went on to the next. Function by
function, this code was then linked into the skeleton of what was becoming the RTG.

By September last, with Genes Sydoriak at the helm, this once small group had built itself up to one
of the largest groups in Systems. CT was made aware of IBM's statistical model of how many
PTRs (bug reports) that should be found in our charge: approximately 400 in User and circa 600 in
the Engine. Initially, CT scoffed at those numbers, thinking them too high. The RTG was basically
limping along, self-conscious of its own troubles and not very convincing to us when it seemed to
point to a function failure. At this point, the bad news was that the RTG couldn't run more than a
few minutes without a GP. The good news being that the cause of the GP was either in the RTG or
the product. The group was reticent to send off PTRs in the fear that they'd be classified as "user
error" and therefore a waste of the developer's time in tracking down the alleged problem. We were
in the bind of relying on code to test code and the RTG had no history of being reliable. Beyond
that, the spec, which IBM controlled, was constantly changing due to DCRs (document change
requests) and development was changing code under our feet before the DCRs had ever been com
mitted to the product. The wishes of CT for an on-line spec with MS updating it faded. To make
things worse, the communication between CT and "devo" was practically nonexistent. Development
was under fire to get "code complete" and did not want to be disturbed and most of the CT program
mers were new to MS and unfamiliar faces to the developers.

It was not until January 1988 or so that the RTG developed enough reliability that the PTRs finally
started to pour out and the IBM model began to look like approachable reality. Early this spring CT
began running the RTG over night without hitting a GP (general protection fault). The log file
produced by the run would then point the programmers to the problems that would be looked into
for the next day. The crunch was on in earnest with CT and developers working six and seven days
a week eradicating the roaches. The two groups got introduced.

Currently, CT has all but exited Component Test with approximately 500 PTRs against User and
550 against the Engine. (There were a number of PTRs leveled at VIO/AVTO - the character based
part of PM). The group has dramatically shrunk in size of late and with Gene Sydoriak's MS
departure, two new CT leaders have emerged: Pat Tharp has taken the Manager's position with
David Anderson as the Technical Lead.

Other members of the Component Test Group are Scott Leatham, Jonathan Manheim, Chris Co-
maford, John Colleran, Nancy Stavinga (on loan), Ben Ting, Bill Anderson, Jon Parati, and Dan
Knierem.
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THE OS/2 1.2 FILE SYSTEM GROUP

by Rajen Shah, Team Lead

The OS/2 file system group is large, and has a number of projects going on. I will only describe
what the v 1.2 group (aka the IFS group) is doing.

The 1.2 project started off in Fall 1987 as a small, very self-contained project to incorporate support
in the kernel to allow the use of installable file systems (IFSs) which would make it possible to
access media that had file systems different from the FAT based OS/2 file system.

There were several reasons for needing such support:

- Eventual extinction of the FAT based file system on large media
- Improving the performance of file access
- Moving on to a secure file system

The original design and development team consisted of five people from Microsoft and two from
IBM who did most of their work in Redmond. The contents of the team, and various members'
responsibilities have, changed over time. Also, as time goes on, the number of requirements have
increased as new functionality or performance items gain in importance.

However, the original aspects of the project still provide the focus of the vl.2 development team. An
added twist is that we have to be more concerned about the support for 386 version of the system,
and need to ensure that the interfaces can handle 32-bits easily.

In the early stages of the project, it was perceived that there would be at most four phases:

(1) Implement IFS support
(2) Functionality requirements from IBM
(3) Some 386 support
(4) Microsoft's response to phase (2)

While this was all being sorted out and finalized, other important requirements came to light, in
particular support for names longer than those that would fit into the current 8.3 naming format. The
kernel would require some changes, but this would not affect the FAT based file system. It would be
there for use by other IFSs that could use longer names, and it would also affect all the utilities that
manipulated files or directories. Other requirements of the project were various enhancements that
would significantly improve the performance of LANMAN.

The file system code in the kernel has mostly been inherited from PC-DOS, and so is very much
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single-tasking code. At the time that it was written, there was a very strong requirement to use the
minimum amount of space, and single tasking was the order of the day. In addition, there were many
places where there were special "hooks" that are used by the REDIRector to gain access to kernel
routines and data structures. Therefore, the file system that we inherited had a very convoluted
structure and a lot of very "sleazy" code that was really hard to follow.

There is another aspect of the file system that is not very well understood by a lot of people who
have never worked on it, and that is the compatibility issues. Many people complain how "bad" the
file system code is, and how hard it is to follow it. Well, in the beginning there were FCBs; then
came ASCIIZ strings; now we have APIs. All these have to be supported for backward compatibil
ity, and an attempt is made to use common code as much as possible. However, FCB operations do
not necessarily map one-to-one onto ASCIIZ operations, and so a lot of special-casing needs to be
done.

Part of the vl.2 project was to clean up the file system code and to put in documentation so that it
would be easier to maintain. We feel that we have done a good job of it, and are cleaning up the
code more and more as we continue.

The fearless leader of the vl.2 project is Bryan Willman who is the chief architect. The rest of the
file system part of the group is essentially divided into two sub-groups:

- The "kernel task force" consists of Peter Wu, Therese Stowell and myself. We are responsible
for design and coding that is going into the kernel.

- The "long names task force" is responsible for upgrading all the system utilities to handle long
names correctly. This will involve, generally, changes to data structures and to output to the
screen. The team consists of Mark Hitch (team lead), Claus Cooper, Gilman Wong, Paul Ed
wards and Tim Wagner.

In addition to the technical parts of the project, the vl.2 group also has the distinction of being,the
"pilot project" in which various process-type issues were addressed, and various working methods
tried out. This was an attempt to have a better structured approach in managing and carrying through
projects to completion, without the usual unplanned long nights and long weekends at work that
have plagued Microsoft projects before. Phase (1) was a real success in this attempt

With IFS support, OS/2 will be ready to take on the world. We will be able to "change" the file
system to take advantage of newer, larger media, and also take advantage of new hardware support.
This will speed up file access in the system, and remove usability restrictions that currently exist (in
terms of names), and will provide a means to a more secure file system in the near future.
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Kent Diamond is in town this week, and I had a chance to talk to him about OS/2J. Microsoft is
working with about 7 OEM's to make OS/2J the standard operating system in Japan. The largest of
these OEM's, by far, is NEC. Some of the others are Fujitsu, Hitachi, Toshiba, Mitsubishi, and
Sanyo. The biggest challenge is that the hardward is very different - each manufacturer makes a
different machine. There is no standard. The second challenge is translating all of the files into
Japanese. The hardware has to support the Japanese character set, which has double-byte characters.
One of the 3 Japanese alphabets has 100,000 kanji (characters)! Only about 2500 of these are com
monly used, but still the ROM has 10,000 defined character slots.

Kent gave me a demonstration on a NEC machine. It was really interesting to see the familiar OS/2
screen with Japanese characters. The user can toggle between typing English or Japanese. But any
commands must be entered in English. One feature that they are still working on allows the user to
type in English, and OS/2J will translate the input (phonetically) into Japanese.

Next week, Kent will be returning to Japan for another eight weeks. I'm sure he will enjoy himself
even more. With a little more practice, he will be speaking Japanese as well as he speaks assembly,
he will be speaking Japanese as well as he speaks assembly.
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